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Leveraging SPLA to license SQL Server



Setting your business apart   
Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) for any database-driven project begins with licensing. As 
database products have become more sophisticated, so has the licensing that enables users. 
Where customers once purchased a database license for a specific number of users, increases 
in capability, power and complexity moved the industry to a per-processor pricing structure. 

Most recently, this became even more granular, pricing databases based on the number of 
processor cores used to run them, with Microsoft® SQL Server® starting at a minimum of  
four cores.

Given the growing complexity of licensing programs, it’s no wonder many IT professionals 
consider licensing an expertise unto itself. Customers appreciate the information architect 
who can knowledgably discuss the implications of various approaches to licensing and help 
determine which is best for their specific needs. Developing that expertise can often be the 
deciding factor that helps one IT service provider win new projects over their competition.



Making SQL Server part of your service offering
In order to become that winning IT service provider, it’s important to first assess your  
current situation:

 • Does your organization provide customers with direct or indirect access to products  
  such as hosted websites or line-of-business applications using SQL Server?
 • Do you offer clients software services that interact with SQL Server?
 • Do you facilitate operations for your customers’ businesses, including processing  
  transactions with third parties, through software services that interact with SQL Server?
 • Do you offer other service providers platform infrastructure services, allowing them to   
  use and run third-party applications using SQL Server as their back-end database?

Simplifying licensing
The Microsoft Services Provider License Agreement (SPLA) makes it possible to license eligible  
SQL Server and other products on a monthly basis during a three-year agreement term to  
provide software services and applications to end users. This simplifies the process for IT service  
providers to give their end customers a way to acquire software services and Microsoft products  
so they don’t have to acquire and deploy their own licensed products. 



How does cloud SQL Server licensing work?
As a Cloud Solution Provider (CSP), you’re probably building most of your solutions in the  
cloud on Azure® rather than on premises. Given that you’re not standing up servers in your 
customers’ physical environments, there are no processors containing cores to count for  
license pricing purposes. 

Under the SPLA, you have two Azure SQL Server® pricing options available:

 1. Obtain a SQL image from the Azure Virtual Machine (VM) Marketplace and pay the   
  per-minute rate for SQL Server.
 2. Install or upload your SQL Server Standard image with Subscriber Access Licenses (SALs)  
  reported via your SPLA.

If hosting your own servers to deliver cloud or other application services to customers, licensing 
is based on the combination of physical Operating System Environments (OSEs) and virtual 
OSEs in each physical server. For licensing purposes, a virtual processor has the same number 
of threads and cores as each physical processor on the underlying physical hardware system.



Expand your cloud portfolio with database 
services.
Customers are seeking truly business-relevant solutions, and your ability to deliver complete 
solutions enhances the appeal of your offerings. By leveraging the SPLA, you include  
foundational Microsoft® products along with your own software and service products to  
create customer offerings. 

 • Line-of-business applications leverage SQL Server as their back-end database.
 • Rent Microsoft SQL Server-based data assets to clients.
 • Provide clients with SQL-powered Platform as a Service (PaaS).
 • Provide hosting services for packaged software solutions that leverage SQL Server.

You set the price for the entire solution, and you own the billing terms. You want to do this  
to maintain full control of the customer experience, and your customers want you to do it 
because they prefer a single invoice that aligns with their agreement and/or purchase orders.



SPLA benefits to the 
enterprising CSP
You also integrate your service offerings 
with Microsoft cloud services in a unified 
package to your customers.

The SPLA gives you the ability to  
deliver customized services while  
keeping your costs down. You’re fully  
enabled toprovide try-before-you-buy  
and pay-as-you-go options to your  
customers. 

It also lets you view reports using a  
simplified dashboard that consolidates 
hosted licensing, giving you access to:

 • Single-panel management
 • Metering tools from vendors
 • History and trends
 • Ordering based on collected 
   information



Enjoy full return on  
investment.
You didn’t become a Microsoft® CSP just to offer 
basic services such as Azure® Infrastructure as  
a Service (IaaS) and Office 365® — that’s just  
the beginning.

To enjoy a truly substantial return on your  
investment in, you’ll want to offer your  
customers as robust a selection of services  
as you possibly can. The services they’ll  
appreciate most are those that speak directly  
to the profitable operation of their businesses.  
Line-of-business applications are just the start. 

Bolster your best services.
Client-facing applications that deliver extraordinary client experiences, access to crucial  
competitive information and data resources, powerful collaboration engines and web  
experiences that deliver cogent answers — these and more can be added to your service  
offerings portfolio when you leverage the software rental capabilities offered to you by the 
SPLA to put Microsoft platforms behind your best services.

Remember, you’re not just a cloud provider. You chose to become a CSP to deliver more than 
cloud, to deliver high-value solutions that will really contribute significantly to your customers’ 
bottom lines. Become more than just their trusted technology adviser; become their trusted 
cloud solution provider.
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providing Microsoft® solutions for more than 25 years. We put Microsoft at the center 
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